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Changes since -07

• Properly register SAVELIMIT= and MESSAGELIMIT= capabilities with IANA
Status and Next Steps

- The document is in IETF LC
- Reply/address Barry Leiba's ArtArt review:
  - Clarify COPY behaviour - no partial failure
  - Clarify APPEND behaviour - no partial failure
  - Tolerance to unaware clients that exceed the MESSAGELIMIT
IMAP UIDONLY extension
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Changes since -03

- Allow UID fetch item when UIDONLY is enabled (comment by Bron)
- Register UIDREQUIRED response code with IANA
Status and Next Steps

• The document is in IETF LC

• Need to fix an example with UIDREQUIRED which mistakenly use the OK tagged response instead of the BAD tagged response (thank you to Dave Cridland).

• Address Barry Leiba's ArtArt review suggestion: change "SHOULD include UIDREQUIRED" to "MUST include UIDREQUIRED". Any objections?